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Scripture: Galatians 3:23-29; Luke 8:26-39 

 

 

Luke’s story is pretty well-known, I think, by folks raised in the church. It’s one of the 

longest narratives in the gospels. It’s sort of an iconic story of a person who has been ostracized 

because of their condition, hidden away from society for fear they might cause harm. Hidden 

also, perhaps, to spare the delicate sensibilities of proper folks who don’t want to be troubled by 

the messiness of someone who is different and unpredictable.  

 

 Demon possession is the sickness that’s identified as causing this man’s trouble. Why 

him? Why is he such a lightning rod for so many entities (a Roman legion was between 4 and 

5,000 men!)? We’re never told why this has happened. But its effect is clear. This man was 

living in absolute torment. He lived among the tombs, in the cemetery, without clothing or food 

or companionship. He was the walking dead. 

 

 As I’ve thought about his condition, I can’t help but wonder what role he played for his 

society. They seem to be content to let him wander on the outskirts of town. It’s almost as if he 

embodies all their deepest fears and trauma. And so long as he’s in place, the people in the town 

have a foil to define themselves against. His degradation somehow elevates them. 

 

 When a society is built on that kind of relationship, when it’s dependent on the 

degradation of someone or some group deemed less valuable, I think the demons have hold of 

everyone. 

 

 This Sunday has been identified as world AIDS Sunday by our denomination. I can 

remember a time in the recent past when people living with AIDS were treated much like this 

man in the cemetery. Our society, large swaths of it anyway, was prepared to throw these people 

away. You may remember the story of Ryan White who contracted AIDS from a blood treatment 

for hemophilia in 1984, when he was only 13. The people in his community in Indiana rallied to 

keep him from attending school when word of his diagnosis got out. There was a public battle 

that went on for months until he was finally allowed to attend, but even then he was treated 

horribly, cut off from the other students, harassed on the streets. The final straw was a bullet 

fired into his family’s living room that convinced his family they needed to move. 

 

 How quick that community was to toss Ryan aside once his condition was known. What 

happened to compassion? What happened to simple generosity? Their fear took over and no 

sacrifice was too great, no action too extreme to protect themselves from exposure to someone in 

need. Even though I’m sure there were individuals who didn’t feel that way, once the herd 

mentality took hold of them, no amount of reasoning could make a difference. 

 

 The people of Gerasene were just as easily convinced, it seems, that driving someone 

who seemed threatening away was the right thing to do. But sometimes that dynamic happens in 

reverse. This past week, on the 20
th

, World Refugee Day was recognized. I heard recently that 

Chancellor Angela Merkel of Germany declared the attempt to make German society 



multicultural through immigration a failure. She seems to be giving in to the voices calling on 

keeping refugees from Syria out of the country. Our own country, once considered a bastion for 

refugees, has shut our borders to them these last two years.  

 

Refugees have always been viewed with suspicion in the world. In many ways they carry 

some of the same stigma the man in the cemetery does to the people around him. Refugees 

remind us of our inhumanity. They carry with them the trauma of atrocities committed, at times, 

with the complicity of the countries they turn to for safety. They represent the demons that stir 

among nations and drive us so often to raise barriers to protect ourselves.  

 

In short, these people embody our fears. So we throw them away. If we can’t drive them 

out, we bury them in a system designed to keep them in limbo, in detention indefinitely. We’re 

seeing evidence of that on our southern border where children are being kept in horrible 

conditions—sleeping on cement floors, malnourished, their health neglected—conditions 

provided by our own government. And anyone who might offer some relief, some compassionate 

solution is treated with disdain, considered naïve or a threat. Why can’t we create comprehensive 

immigration reform? Where’s our compassion? Where’s our generosity?  

 

I wonder if that’s what Jesus thought when he was confronted by the man among the 

tombs. How can people allow someone to live this way? And after casting the demons out, after 

bringing this poor man back from death, how do the people respond? Fear. You know, it’s 

possible for a community, a family, a congregation to become so entrenched in dysfunction that 

healing it is seen as more threatening than living with it. They want nothing to do with what 

Jesus offers them. Being raised in an alcoholic home, I’ve seen that dynamic at work. Very often 

when the one everyone agrees is sick starts to get better, the others in the family get angry or 

fearful. 

 

But notice, too, Jesus doesn’t condemn them for that. He seems to think they can be 

brought around. Why else does he insist the man stay and keep telling them what God has done? 

There’s hope for them. Sometimes healing is quick; it takes no longer than it takes an evil spirit 

to fly into a pig and a pig to run off a cliff. But other healing takes time. No telling how long.  

 

Nowadays, for instance, what happened to Ryan White 35 years ago would be pretty 

unlikely in most communities. In fact, when he and his family moved to another town in Indiana 

a couple years later, they were welcomed. Ryan was met at the door of his school by the district 

superintendent, the school principal and students willing to shake his hand and embrace him. 

And, believe it or not, there are people today who champion the cause of refugees. There are 

people willing to stand in the breach and call our governments to compassion and generosity; 

and their numbers are growing. God can drive the demons among us out. We can be healed of 

our fear. 

 

It begins with a simple acknowledgment, with a willingness to accept a fundamental 

truth. In his book Jesus and the Disinherited, theologian and Christian mystic Howard Thurman 

devotes a chapter to the topic of fear. In describing the experience of the poor, alluding to his 

own experience growing up in the Jim Crow south, Thurman writes, “There are few things more 

devastating than to have it burned into you that you do not count and that no provisions are made 



for the literal protection of your person. The threat of violence is ever present, and there is no 

way to determine precisely when it may come crushing down upon you.” He says the poor in 

every society live with this threat hanging over them. 

 

For Thurman the remedy for the fear caused by living in those circumstances is to 

embrace our identity as children of God. He tells about listening to his grandmother who was 

born enslaved recount the preaching of a slave minister who drilled into them: “You…you are 

not slaves. You are God’s children!” She was able to overcome the fear instilled in her by 

hanging onto that truth and passing it down to her children and grandchildren.  

 

And isn’t that really what Jesus is telling the people around him over and over? Isn’t that 

what John calls the “perfect love that drives out fear?” Isn’t that what Jesus demonstrates to the 

man among the tombs, reminding him he, too, is a child of God? If we live in that truth, then we 

have nothing to fear, no matter what changes might occur or demons we may need to face. We 

are children of God, or as Paul says, “Heirs according to the promise.”  

 

Knowing this, we can face any demon that threatens to divide or destroy us. We can drive 

out fear and live with compassion and generosity. Knowing this, knowing we are children of 

God, we no longer need to throw anyone away. We can drive out our demons, embrace those 

whom society rejects, and be brought back from death to live without fear. 

 

Amen 


